
About the
assignment:

Location
Vilnius, Lithuania

Rate (after tax)
from €2400/Month

Duration
Full time position

Extension (project)
No

Remotely
(optionally)
Yes

Expire On
2022-12-14 (1 month
ago)

QA Engineer
HITCONTRACT
www.hitcontract.lt/en

Vilnius, Lithuania

This assignment expired :when

Description

Ruptela is looking for a Senior Quality Assurance
Engineer to join one of our talented development
team.

We have created a feature-rich backend architecture
and modern UI. Together these provide the leading
Fleet management platform, which serves over 200K
active units worldwide. We help organizations in
transportation industry to manage and improve
efficiency of their business operations with up to date
technologies (Hardware & Software).

You will work side-by-side with development team in
creating high-quality Software as a SaaS (Service). QA
Engineer is expected to be strong technically with
automation testing experience / background with strong
methodology around Agility and transparency.

YOUR ROLE:

Be a trusted QA guild leader, who will be driving
automation, integrating with CI/CD pipelines
As a part of a development team, you will also
write backend integration tests and tests for REST
APIs
Develop frameworks and automated test cases
using Selenium
Design and develop integration, regression, and
stress tests using industry standard tools
Collaborate with Product Owner and Developers

https://www.hitcontract.lt/en


to understand requirements and translate them
into test cases
Define, implement, and maintain test plans, test
specifications and test suites
Monitor, review quality data and metrics

REQUIREMENTS

Expertise in TestNG, Selenium frameworks
Solid knowledge in Spring, Appium frameworks
Solid knowledge of QA methodologies, processes
Solid knowledge with GIT, Maven (or other build
and code repository tools)
Experience working with client-server
architectures and automation
Experience working with black box/grey box
testing
Solid knowledge of SQL and scripting
Very good knowledge of WEB/UI testing
Experience with Dockers would give you extra
point

OUR PROMISE

Opportunity to work in interesting projects with
the latest technologies
Constant exposure to opportunities for
professional growth
Freedom and responsibility to think of solutions,
not just to do what you are told
Ability to make an impact in Product portfolio
Liberal conditions for work – remote work culture,
result-oriented approach to work
Diverse motivational package and additional
health insurance

Required Skills

TESTING
Selenium 1-2 years

https://hitcontract.com/uploads/files/2022/05/20/download.png



